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The National Infrastructure Assessment

“Infrastructure can inspire  
confidence and growth.But  
long term projects require a  
long term vision, lasting  
plans and stablefunding…

“Now is the time to deliver.
This Assessment is the plan
of action.”
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What does it say?
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The recommendations include:
• Nationwide full fibre broadband by 2033
• Half of the UK’s power provided by renewables by 2030
• Three quarters of plastic packaging recycled by 2030
• £43 billion of stable long term transport funding for

regional cities
• Preparing for 100 per cent electric vehicle sales by 2030
• Ensuring resilience to extreme drought
• Anational standard of flood resilience by 2050



It’s not all about new infrastructure

The recommendations include:
• Making better use of existing

assets
• Policy changes
• Funding and financing
• In some areas, keepingour  

options open
• Getting better at choosing and

designing infrastructure
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Putting theAssessment together

• There was no blueprint

• The potential scope wasvast

• Timelines were relativelyshort

• Commissioners came from a
range of backgrounds

• The Secretariat had to build
capacity in parallel

• Stakeholders were incredibly  
supportive
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April to Oct2016 Nov 16 to Oct 2017 Nov 17  to July2018

Scoping and  
methodology

Vision and  
priorities

Conclusions and
recommendations

The three mainphases
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Establishing our credibility through studies
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Analysing drivers  
and scenario  
modelling

Thinking long term

If you surround the  
problem, it will  

eventually surrender

Commissioners’
judgements

Expert  
panels and  
roundtables

Public calls for  
evidence &  
consultations

Engagement  
around the  
country

Social  
research

Industry/sector  
events and  
bilaterals

31
specialist
reports

Icons (clockwise from top): Parametric design by Lluisa Iborra; BusinessMeeting by Oksana Latysheva; United Kingdom by Nikita Kozin; Question by Chandru;  
decisions by shashank singh; expertise by Vectors Market; people by Adrien Coquet; Document by anbileru adaleru: all from the Noun Project



A fully costed plan, not awish list
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The team

• 38 people worked directly on the  
assessment

• About 20 at any one time

• Mix of civil servants, industry
secondees and direct recruits

• Wide range ofskills: economics,  
engineering, finance, transport  
planning, gasnetworks…

• Policy, drafting andengagement  
skills alsocrucial
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Govt committed to respond within 12 months
The work does not stop here
Government, regulators andindustry  
all need to contribute to deliver this
The Commission will:
• Seekconsensus
• Work with government to establish  

recommendations aspolicy
• Monitor implementationof

recommendations
• Carry out further work, including  

housing, design andregulation
• Begin work on the2nd Assessment
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Lessons learnt
The power of independence
Good decisions that last
Data and methods areimperfect
Problem definition iskey
Show your working
Anyone can come up with a wish  
list: a costed plan is quite different
It’s not all economics & engineering  
Social research

The usual project lessons
Proof is in the eating…
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Our reports have led to action
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• The establishment ofproper cross-Government
working onhousing and transport

• The setup ofa new Digital Task Force
• Development funding released for rail schemes and to

accelerate delivery ofsmart motorways
• Government plan for removing barriers to smart  

technologies across energysystem



Building a digital society

Full fibre is the next step

•Faster, more reliable, cheaper to run

•Delivery will take10-20 years  

Key recommendations:

• Govt strategy: nationwide full fibre  

by 2033

• Ofcom should promotenetwork

competition

• Govt support for rural (‘outside in’)

• Cut costs & allow copper switch-off
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Low cost, lowcarbon

Heat p/kWh

Low carbon energy and fuel at today’s overall cost

Unit costs of power, driving and heat:
today and2050

Today

2050
Driving p/km

Power p/kWh

0 5 10 15 20

• Requires investment in energy efficiency of homes
Source: National Infrastructure Commission
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A highly renewable system is a low cost option

Hydrogen/biomassheat Heat electrification

Cost comparable to nuclear and cheaper than CCS

High nuclear High renewables High nuclear High renewables

Average  
whole  
electricity  
system  
costs,  
2030-2050,
£bn(2016)

Source: Aurora energyresearch
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Energy recommendations

• At least 50% renewables by2030

• No more than one more nuclear deal  

before 2025

• Improvements to CfD auctions

• No special deal for tidal

• Pilots for hydrogen heating, with CCS

• Better data on heat pumps

• Energy efficiency, including£3.8bn

for socialhousing
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Incinerating less, recyclingmore

Keyrecommendations
• 65% recycling target by 2030
• 75%  plastic packaging by2030
• Clearer labelling: recyclableor

not
• Restricting hard to recycle  

plastics, by2025
• Separate food waste

collection, by2025

There are more cost effective, lower carbon options for waste

100%

Yes

No

Don't know

Would you be willing to use a  
separate foodwaste bin?

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

Base: All - 1599 adults from across the UK - those that do  
not already use a food waste bin (23rd –26th March 2018)

Source:Ipsos-MORI



Revolutionising road transport
Technology transitions follow an ‘S’ shaped diffusion

DVDs
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Video

Source: International VideoFederation



Revolutionising road transport

• Electric vehicles are cheaper to run and maintain, quieter and easier to drive
• Increasing number of models on the market

0%
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20%

60%

40%

80%

100%

1843 1853 1863 1873 1883 1893 1903 1913

Shipping Registered in the UK, 1843-1913  
Proportion of total tonnage of sailing and steam ships

Steamships

Sailing ships

Source: Abstractof  
British Historical  
Statistics



Power system effects of electric vehicles
Smart charging delivers flexibility for the power system
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Without EVs

With EVs

Percentage  
of spare  
generation  
capacity  
during the  
day

Average  
(without EVs)

Average
(with EVs)



Electric, connected vehiclerecommendations
Anational network of charge points:
• Minimum standards for smart charge  

points
• Enabling parking spaces to be

converted for chargepoints
• Investment in the electricity network  

to enable rapid charging
• Govt support for rural charge points
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Connected and autonomousvehicles
Road and rail plans need to prepare for connected autonomous vehicles
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Transport and housing for thriving city-regions
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Key recommendations:
• City-led plans for transport,  

housing and jobs
• Devolved, long-term funding:

certainty forall cities
• Major projects in the fastest  

growing, congestedcities
• £43 billion additionalstable,  

long term funding by 2040

Cities are the next transport investment priority

High capacity

Low capacity

Urban transport capacity constraints in  
built-up areas, bypopulation

Source: National Infrastructure Commission



Preparing for a drierfuture
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Recommendations:
• Anational water transfer network and new supply, eg reservoirs
• Halving leakage by 2050 and reducing demand

Building resilience is cheaper than relying on emergency measures

■Additional  
resilience (£bn)

■Current  
resilience &  
emergency  
response(£bn)

◆ Water need

Source: National Infrastructure
Commission



A national standard of flood resilience
Climate change is increasing the risk of flooding

Recommendations:
• Anational standard of resilience to flooding: 0.5%by 2050
• Higher standard fordensely populated areas: 0.1% by 2050

2o  climate, low populationgrowth 4o climate, high population growth
Increase in  

homes at risk  
of flooding
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n <5%

� 5-10%

� 10-20%

� 20-30%

� 30-40%

� 40-50%

Source: National Infrastructure  
Commission



Choosing and designing infrastructure
The UK needs the confidence to invest
Key recommendations:
• Publishing costs and benefitsdata
• Board level design championsand  

use of designpanels
Delivery also depends on skills, supply  
base and capabilities. The IPA works  
on this.
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Funding and financing
This is not an unaffordable wish list  
Public spending within 1.2% of GDP  
Bills impact < £20 a year onaverage
Key recommendations:
• Government should adopt the  

funding profile
• A UK infrastructure finance

institution if EIB access is lost
• Local authority powers to capture  

a fair proportion of land value uplift

“The NIC must be able todemonstrate  
that its recommendations …can be  
accommodated within gross public  
investment in economicinfrastructure  
of between 1.0% and 1.2%  of GDP”
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Remit letter for National
Infrastructure Commission



Funding and financing
This is notan unaffordable wish list
The Commission has made judgements onspending
within the government’s funding guidelines.
The impact on bills is no more than £20 a year for an  
average household, with savings in the longer-term.
Getting the best value infrastructure also requires  
improvements in fundingand financing arrangements:
• Improving the analysis of costs and benefits of  

private financing and traditionalprocurement
• Engaging the public on paying for road use; the  

existing approach isunsustainable
Keyrecommendations:
• Government should deliver long term certainty by

adopting the ‘fiscal remit’ funding profile
• A new, operationally independent, UK  

infrastructure finance institution if EIB access is lost
• local authorities should be given further powers to

capture a fair proportion of land value increases.
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Energy and fuel bills today and in 2050
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Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland
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The Commission’s role is to advise the UK government



The impact onbills
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